
Policy Differences between SB 91 and HB 205 Code Section

Theft Inflation adjustment of felony property crime threshold. 11.46.130(a)

Theft Felony theft threshold set at $1000 (vs $2000 in Senate). Multiple

Failure to Appear FTA as violation or Class A; no upgrade to Class C Felony.

11.56.730

11.71.030(a)

11.71.030(a)

Pretrial EM credit Does not cap pretrial EM credit at 120 days. 12.55.027

Probation Term 

Lengths

Has lower probation term limits for assault; limit applies to all assault and 

not only DV-related assault. 

12.55.090(c)

Technical Violations No carve-out for batterers intervention, failure to complete specialty sex 

offender supervision conditions.

12.55.110

Drugs Does not reduce threshold differentiating felony b from felony c commercial 

offenses for IA substances to 1g.  Does not take into account dosage units or 

aggregate weight.



12.55.125(a) 

12.55.125(b) 

Misdemeanor A Limits carve-out from misdemeanor-A policy to DV-related assault 4's only 

(not all assault 4's). 

12.55.135(a)

Court records for 

suspended entries 

of judgement 

Requires records for suspended entries of judgement not be on CourtView.  22.35.030(b) 

Pretrial services

Does not include OVR as an agency that DOC consults with in adopting 

regulations for pretrial services.

33.07.010

Pretrial services

Does not grant  DOC the authority to enter into contracts for the supervision 

of pretrial defendants who have been released.

33.07.030

Admin Parole Does not restrict eligibility for administrative parole for misdemeanants, 

those convicted of criminally negligent homicide. 

33.16.089

Murder Sentences Has lower mandatory minimums for murder I and murder II. 



Geriatric Parole Age of eligiblity is 55 (versus 60 in Senate.) House version does not exclude 

sex or unclassified offenders from eligibility.  

33.16.090(a)

Discretionary parole 

for sex offenders

Does not exclude unclassified sex offenders from eligibility; maintains 

eligiblity for discretionary parole at 1/3 of sentence for other sex offenders 

(versus eligiblity at one half of sentence in Senate version).

33.16.090(b) 

Consultation before 

parole 

Does not require parole board to consult with a corrections officer before 

granting parole.  

33.16.130

24/7 for parole 

Does not grant parole board the authority to place parolees on the 24/7 

program.

33.16.150

Early discharge 

Does not exclude misdemeanants from eligiblity for early discharge 

recommendation; does not require a offender to be in compliance for a set 

period of time before becoming eligible for early discharge 

recommendation, although does specifiy that offender should "currently be 

in compliance." 

33.16.210

Technical Violations Does not exclude failing to complete batterers intervention or violating 

special sex offender conditions from  definition of technical vioaltion.

33.16.215

Earned time credit 

for sex offenders

Allows sex offenders to earn good time credit if they have completed 

required treatment. 

33.20.010

Reentry supports 

Does not reuqire DOC to create partnership with nonprofits to assist with 

offenders' reentry. 

33.30.095

Marijuana taxes 

Does not provide for 50% of marijuana excise tax to be dedicated to 

recidivism reduction fund. 

43.61.010




